
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

KERRIE CAMPBELL and 
JAROSLA WA Z. JOHNSON, 
individually, and on behalf of others similarly 
situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

CHADBOURNE & PARKE LLP, 
MARC ALPERT, ANDREW GIACCIA, 
ABBE LOWELL, LAWRENCE 
ROSENBERG, HOWARD SEIFE, and 
PAUL WEBER 

Defendants. 

Civ. No. 1:16-cv-06832 (JPO) 

DECLARATION OF MARY YELENICKIN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION CERTIFICATION 

1, MARY YELENICK, hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and 

correct: 

1. I make this Declaration based upon personal knowledge and/or, where indicated, 

upon information and belief. 

2. I arn over 21 years of age and fully competent to make this Declaration. If called 

and sworn as a witness, I would testify competently as to the facts in this Declaration. 

3. I opted in to the Equal Pay Act (EPA) collective action on February 27, 2017. A 

true and correct copy of my Consent to Join form is attached as Exhibit 1. Upon information and 

belief, more than 27 current and former female Partners at Chadbourne are eligible to join this 

collective action. 

4. In my EPA Consent to Join form, I attested that "During my employment, 1 believe 
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Chadbourne paid me less than men who performed similar work.'' For the reasons discussed 

below, I continue to believe that Chadbourne & Parke LLP ("Chadbourne" or the "Firm") paid me 

less than comparable male Partners, and further believe that Chadbourne likewise paid other 

female Partners less .than their male counterparts. Therefore, I believe that other current and former 

female Partners are similarly-situated to me with regard to potential claims under the EPA 'and 

would benefit from receiving notice of this action. 

My En1ploymcnt History Prior to and at Chadbourne 

5. I began my employment at Chadbourne in June 1981 as an associate in the 

Litigation practice group in the Firm' s New York office. I was promoted to Partner in1996. After 

1 was promoted to Partner, I was presented with and required to sign the Firm's Partnership 

Agreement. 

6. At Chadbourne, I worked primarily on products liability cases and was named chair 

of the Firm's Products Liability practice group several years ago. 

7. In the 35 years I worked at Chadbourne, I represented numerous companies in high-

proftle litigation and trials. My clients included Purdue Pharma, Jim Beam, Miele, LG, and Clarins 

among others. r have been recognized numerous times by Chambers, Legal 500, Super Lawyers, 

and other legal trade publications for my work in the products liability arena. 

8. I collected tens of millions of dollars for the Firm on the matters on which I 

originated or worked before retiring at the end of 2016. During my tenure at Chadbourne, I 

consistently ranked in the top half of Partners in terms of collections yet my compensation 

consistently ranked me among the Firm's lowest paid Partners. 
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9. I retired from the Chadbourne Partnership on Decem her 31 , 2016. I now serve as 

"Of Counsel," a designation offered to Chadbourne partners in good standing upon their 

retirement. 

My Job Duties as a Partner at Chadbourne 

10. Like all other Chadbow·ne Partners, my primary job duty and responsibility was to 

generate, develop, and handle business and serve as the lead attorney on various client matters. In 

this capacity, I served as the Jead point of contact for clients, informed clients of Firm policies 

including billing and collections procedures, advised clients on a variety of strategic questions, 

developed and supervised strategy to achieve client goals, communicated on behalf of clients with 

opposing parties, and completed legal filings as necessary. 

11. My other responsibilities as a Partner included: obtaining new work from both 

existing and new clients, developing new clients and adhering to the Management Committee's 

policies and requirements for intake and approval of new matters, requesting staffing for matters 

through the Firm's centralized staffing system, participating in the Firm's performance evaluation 

process for counsel and associates, participating in interviews for counsel and associates approved 

for potential hire by the Firm, performing pro bono activities, responding to requests from the 

Firm's conununications team, participating in Firm-wide events and trainings, recording time, 

preparing and processing client billings, and obtaining collections in accordance with Management 

Committee poJicies. 

12. Based on my experience at the Firm, Partners Firm-wide have similar 

responsibilities and perform similar work regardless of whether they have been promoted from 

within or are hired externally. 
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Chadbourne Partners Perform Similar Job F'tmctions Across Offices and 
Practice Areas 

13. As a Partner, 1 had similar duties as Partners in other offices and practice groups 

including, as examples, establishing and maintaining client contact, following new matter intake 

procedures, providing advice and representation on client matters , developing business, recording 

time, preparif!.g client billings, monitoring collections, and adhering to the Management 

Committee's policies and directives. My knowledge of other Partners' job responsibilities is based 

on infonnation discussed at general Partnership meetings, and my experience working 

coJJaboratively with Partners from different domestic and international offices on client matters. 

For example, I worked closely with Partners in the Los Angeles office, including Robin Ball and 

Jay HeiUleberry; Mikhail Rosenberg in the Moscow office; and Jaroslava Johnson. in the Kiev 

office, on a number of matters. 

14. The Management Committee's policies apply to aJI Partners, regardless of office or 

practice group. I am not aware of Firm policies that apply only to specific offices or practice 

groups, with the exception of the policy permitting the Project Finance group to maintain its own 

collections and compensation data matrix (which has the effect of effectively shielding that group 

from disclosing to Partners outside that group the financial menics regardi ng the individual 

members of that group that are published and circulated regarding all other Firm Partners in other 

groups). It is my understanding that the Management Committee expects Partners to work across 

offices and practice groups and often touts the "seamless" nature of the Firm's services to clients, 

including the Firm's abi lity to utilize Partners from a wide range of offices and practice groups on 

client matters. 

15. It is my understanding that all Partners Firm~wide are required to adhere to the 

policies and procedures dictated by the Management Committee. I do not believe that non-
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Management Committee Partners had materially differing level of authority; all Partners are 

required to obtain approval from the Management Committee to deviate from its policies and 

procedures, including, for example, engagements based on non-standard hourly rates, alternative 

fee agreements, write-offs on client bills, and making billing arrangements other than standard 

monthly billing. 

The Firm •s HistoricaUy Male M_aoagement Committee Controls Decision-Making at 
Cbadbonrne 

16. Chadbourne is controlled by a five-member Management Committee based in New 

York. The Management Committee exercises complete control over the Firm's finances, 

operations, management, personnel, and administration. The Management Committee makes 

important decisions affecting the Firm without prior notice to, full disclosure to, substantive input 

from, or votes of the full Firm Partnership. 

17, The Chadbourne Management Committee was until late in 2016, at which time 

Ayse Yuksel was elected a member, exclusively male for my entire 35-year tenure at the Firm. 

The Firm's Managing Partner has always been male. I have noted with interest that the income 

levels of many members of the Management Committee rise during their tenure on the Committee, 

even when their client work declines. 

18. Partners who are not on the Management Committee are effectively shut out of 

meaningful participation in the Finn' s governance. Pattners who are not on the Management 

Committee are generally powerless to meaningfully influence the Management Committee. 

Further, Partners who are not on the Management Committee do not have substantive input into 

the powers and duties of the Management Committee. 

19. The Firm, through its Management Committee, sets comprehensive rules and 

regu1ations regarding Partners' work. Partners must comply with a wide array of directives from 
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the Firm, including directives from the Management Committee concerning case intake, fee 

arrangements, management procedures, time entry, billing actions, and performance reviews. 

20. The Management Committee develops and implements Firm policies without prior 

notice to, substantive input from, or votes of the full Firm Partnership. Partners are rarely, if ever, 

given the opportunity to review, discuss, challenge, object to, or vote on Firm policies before they 

have been enacted by the Management Committee. Partners have no effective internal recourse if 

they disagree with the Firm policies developed by the Management Committee. Partners who 

disagree with or oppose policies developed by the Management Committee concerning Partners 

or the Firm as a whole are nonetheless bound by those policies. 

21. Chadbourne does not have a Partner compensation committee, an executive 

committee, or any comparable committees that serve as a check on the Management Committee's 

control over Firm finances, operations, management, personnel, and administration. 

22. The Management Committee facilitates a male-dominated culture that results in 

female Partners being discriminated against at the Firm. I have repeatedly witnessed female senior 

associates passed over for promotion to the Partnership in favor of less qualified and less 

experienced male associates. In one example, several years ago, three senior male associates were 

promoted to Partner in the - department (which had never had a female member) in a 

single year, while the sole senior woman associate was not made a candidate for Partnership. It 

was only late last year, after two of those new male Partners had left the firm, that the female 

associate was nominated, and promoted, to Partner. While she is now a Partner, her compensation 

trajectory will never be the same as those of her previously-promoted male peers. My own 

promotion to Partner was delayed for years as I watched men with less experience and less 

potential for business development be promoted before me. I know of numerous female associates 
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and Partners who have left the Firm because they were deeply dissatisfied with what they viewed 

as a lack of promotional opportunities and fair compensation for women. 

23. Over the past twenty years or so, I have repeatedly and consistently raised gender 

equity issues - surrounding compensation, promotions, training and advancement opportunities 

for women, and similar concerns - with the Partnership and management of the Firm. However, 

my complaints have largely been ignored by Firm leadership; at best, I have been given lip service, 

but nothing has reaUy changed. 

Chadbourne Uses Common, Centralized Compensation Policies and Procedures, 
Which Vest Exclusive Decision-Making Authority in the Management Committee 

24. The Management Committee unilaterally sets and exclusively controls Partner 

compensation, including the assignment of draws, the assignment of bonuses, the assignment of 

"points" or "shares," the valuation of "points" or "shares," and the allocation of any profits or 

losses. The Management Committee wields unchecked authority to change from year to year any 

Partner' s draw, bonus, "points" or "shares," and/or share of profits or losses. 

25. At Chadbourne, base compensation for Partners is largely determined by the 

number of Partnership "points" awarded to each Partner by the Management Committee. The 

Management Committee downplays or disregards objective factors in order to award female 

Partners like me fewer points than similarly situated male Partners. 

26. My understanding is that these points are multiplied by a fixed percentage, which 

is set by the Management Committee on a yearly basis, to determine the monthly compensation a 

Partner will receive. At the end of the calendar year, the Management Committee provides 

Partners with an additional payment to bring them up to a final set percentage of the value of their 

points. The Management Committee then decides whether Partners will receive an additional 

percentage of their point value. Finally, in certain years, the Management Committee chooses the 
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Partners it determines will be awarded a separate lump sum "merit" bonus. 

27. The Committee's decisions about a Partner's points directly affect his or her 

compensation; the more points a Partner is assigned; the more actual compensation that Partner 

receives. 

28. As part of its annual determination of Partner compensation, the Management 

Committee requires aU Partners, regardless of office or practice group, to complete self

evaluations detailing their work at and contributions to the Firm. In particular, the Management 

Committee asks Partners to discuss their past efforts to "enhance revenues." (Giaccia Aff., Ex. 

D.) Furthermore, the Management Committee stresses that "revenue enhancement must continue 

to be [the Firm's] highest priority'' and requests that Partners discuss their individual plans for 

revenue enhancement for the upcoming year. (Giaccia Aff. , Ex. D.) The Committee warns 

Partners that failure to timely complete this rumual evaluation will have adverse consequences. 

29. I completed and submitted a self-evaluation memorandum every year I was 

requested to do so by the Management Committee. 

30. The Management Committee offers Partners pro forma meetings in conjunction 

with the submission of their annual self-evaluation memoranda. (Giaccia Aff., Ex. D.) After 

receiving the Partner memoranda, the Management Committee distributes a preliminary list of 

point allocations for each Partner. The Management Committee again offers Partners pro forma 

meetings to discuss their individual point allocations. Partners who request meetings with the 

Management Committee receive little to no information regarding the basis for the Committee's 

compensation decisions and do not appear able to meaningfully influence the Committee's 

compensation decisions. 
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31. The Management Committee then publishes a final points list to Partners. The 

points list does not contain the actual compe11sation provided to all Partners. 

32. The Management Committee states that it considers several common factors when 

setting compensation, including: "efforts undertaken by partners to enhance revenues; instances of 

teamwork yielding new business or other positive results; instances where partners have refen·ed 

work to other groups or attorneys in other U.S. or international offices; partners who have been of 

help to one another; client Ielated activities, including service to existing clients, obtaining new 

work from existing clients, obtaining new clients, and any other activities deemed noteworthy in 

this regard; assumption of Firm responsibilities and participation in Firm activities; efforts made 

by partners to attract lateral partners and other senior attorneys to the Firm; pro bono activities; 

activities aimed at improving attorney competence, including recruiting and training, diversity 

efforts, and morale; and activities outside the Firm that serve to enhance the reputation of the Firm 

and its partners., (Answer at~ 24.) It is well-established that the Committee stresses and purports 

to consider a Partner' s revenue generation (otherwise known as "collections") especially 

prominently. (Giaccia Aff., Ex. D.) 

33. The common list of factors that the Management Committee purportedly considers 

for all Partners does not include office location, practice group, or status as a lateral or internally 

promoted Partner. 

34. Apart from listing these general factors, the Management Committee does not 

provide Partners with insight or input into how it determines Partner compensation - including its 

decisions in any particular instance. The Management Committee does not provide Partners with 

substantive information as to the basis for its allocation of points or valuation of points. While the 

Management Committee requires Partners to complete detailed year-end memoranda reviewing 
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their work and the work of other Partners, Partners generally receive no feedback on their year

end reviews, and Partners are provided with neither the memoranda that other Partners submit nor 

other feedback purportedly considered by the Management Committee. 

35. Point allocation is supposed to be tied to a Partner' s anticipated revenues for the 

Firm, but, in my understanding and experience, the Management Committee routinely overvalues 

the anticipated revenue of male Partners, resulting in disproportionately fewer points for female 

Partners even when they outperform their male peers. Even if a Partner's collection level 

increases, a Partner who is assigned a low number of points does not generally have an opportw1ity 

to have her points adjusted correspondingly: the Management Committee rarely increases point 

totals significantly each year. During my tenure at the Firm. point totals for female Partners have 

decreased and/or only marginally increased and several female Partners assigned disparately low 

points and/or who received disparately low compensation left the Firm. 

36. Point allocation also reflects origination credit for client matters. As set forth 

below, Chadbourne's system for assigning origination credits results in further pay discrimination 

against female Partners relative to their male peers. 

3 7. Partners lack any meaningful opportunity to influence or challenge the 

Management Committee's compensation decisions. 

38. The Management Committee sets aside a portion of the Firm's revenues each year 

to award bonuses to certain Partners. Partners have no say in the total amount set aside for bonuses 

or the process to determine who receives a bonus or the amount of the allocated bonuses. The 

Management Committee further exercises unfettered discretion over which Partners to give 

bonuses to and in what amounts. 
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39. As set forth below, the Management Committee exercised its discretion in 

discriminatory fashion, resulting in female Partners being underpaid relative to their male peers. 

Chadbourne,s Discriminatory '•Ol'igination Inheritance" Practices 

40. As discussed above and in the Declarations of Plaintiffs Kerrie Campbell and 

Jaroslawa Johnson, a Partner's collections figure prominently into the Management Committee's 

compensation decisions. Despite this, in my experience, women at Chadbourne routinely suffer 

pay discrimination compared to men with lower collections. But even these collections numbers 

themselves are tainted by discrimination, enabling even greater compensation disparities. 

41. This is reflected in the Firm's system for assigning origination credit. At 

Chadbourne, such credits are not limited to the Partner who actually brings in a client matter. 

Rather, when a Partner leaves the Firm, he or she may pass down the origination credit for a 

particular matter to a hand-tapped successor. Origination credit for the same case may be passed 

down multiple times in perpetuity. 

42. Historically at Chadbourne, primary responsibility for large institutional clients was 

vested with male Partners. The Firm's "origination inheritance" system allows male Partners to 

hand down origination credit for highly-profitable matters to favored male successors. This is 

what typically happens in practice, even where there is a female Partner with substantial 

involvement in the matter and a long working relationship with the client. As a result, male 

Partners who inherit valuable clients reap both high compensation and influence at the Firm at the 

expense of their female counterparts. 1 have observed this scenario occur many times and have 

myself suffered its effects on numerous occasions. 

43. This inheritance system perpetuates serious gender disparities at Chadbourne. 

ll 
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Chadbourne's Common Compensation Policies and Practices Result in Unequal Pay 
for Women 

A. I Experienced Significant Gender-Based Pay Discrimination at Chadbourne 

44. During my tenure as a Partner, I have frequently ranked in the lower tiers of Partners 

in terms of points despite decades of exemplary service in which I have brought in significant new 

blue-chip clients and have generated tens of millions of dollars in revenue. Within the last three 

years, I was never awarded more than 525 points even though I brought in new clients, and 

generated millions of dollars in revenue, during that time period. Perplexingly, the Management 

Committee has decreased my points several times in recent years, despite my strong performance. 

My point allocations have been disproportionately low compared to those of men demonstrating 

equivalent or lesser performance. 

45. For example, in 2014, the Firm granted a similarly-productive male 

Partner, . points. Despite my having higher collections both as billing Partner and responsible 

Partner in 2013, - received . more points than I did. In 2015, I again outpaced . 

~ in both categories yet the Firm granted points while granting me only • 

points. In 2016,- again received more points than I did,. shares (under the new system) 

compared to my . shares, even though I continued to generate and collect more in revenues than 

he did. 

46. I have also presented the Firm with several clear illustrations of inexplicable points 

disparities. Male Partners, such as and whom I 

substantially outperformed each year, were regularly awarded higher point allocations than I was. 

Over the last five years, these men have been awarded - more points than I have received, 

even though I have consistently developed more new business and have brought in more in 

collections as responsible Partner than they have. For example, in 2013, I brought in significant 
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new revenues from a new client as well as $2.6 million as responsible Partner, yet the Management 

Committee kept my points allocation at 525 in 2014. By contrast, one of my male Pattners, 

who had not generated any new clients, and who had been responsible for less than 

half of the revenues than I had as responsible Partner, nonetheless, received . points in 2014. 

While these obvious examples were not intended as direct comparisons - given that I should have 

received not the same, but more compensation than those individuals, based on my performance 

they do illustrate how blatant the Management Committee's practices were. Under a fair system, 

I should not only have been placed on a par with these Partners, but earned substantially more than 

they did. 

47. I submitted the required year-end memoranda each year I was a Partner. I asked the 

Management Committee for a point increase every year for the last six years and provided data 

to justify my requests. Despite my well-founded requests for an increase in my points and 

compensation in these memoranda, the Management Committee refused to adequately increase 

my compensation. Instead, the Management Committee responded to my requests for equitable 

treatment perversely, in the form of a downward compensation adjustment, by either maintaining 

or reducing my compensation. 

48. In January 2015, after 1 had raised concerns in my year-end memorandum about 

the blatant disparities in my pay as compared to similarly or lesser-performing male Pattners at 

Chadbourne, the Management Committee decreased my points from 525 to 475. I received a 

demotion in points even after collecting $1.25 1~1illion as responsible Partner for the Firm in 2014. 

The Firm did the same thing the following year, despite the fact that I had succeeded in obtaining 

a significant new client for the firm. 

49. I have also suffered the effects of Chadbourne's discriminatory "origination 
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inheritance" system. Throughout my tenure at the Firm, I have worked on numerous high value 

matters that had been handed down from one male Partner to another. Despite being in an equal 

or greater position as my male colleagues to take over as originating attorney, I was bypassed. 

Conversely, I have been denied origination credit even when I have actively facilitated 

Chadbourne's acquisition of new matters. 

B. Unequal Pay for Female Partners Generally 

50. Chadbourne routinely awards female Partners low numbers of points while 

assigning similarly or less productive males higher point values. As set forth in the Declarations 

ofKerrie Campbell and Jaroslawa Johnson, the Firm's Matrix Books and compensation data make 

it clear that female Partners are systematically undercompensated relative to their male peers. 

51. I believe that these substantial disparities are indicative of systematic gender-based 

discrimination by Chadbourne's Management Committee. 

52. Further, I am aware of compensation disparities affecting particular female Partners 

in other practice groups. These women are grossly underpaid as compared to men who have 

similar or even less experience. I have brought these issues to the attention of the Management 

Committee, to no avail. 

53. In addition, I have regularly observed women being adversely affected by 

Chadbourne's systems and practices for assigning and passing down origination credits. Being 

bypassed for origination credit in favor of hand-tapped male successors is a common experience 

among female Partners. 

54. One striking example occurred just recently. As Management Committee member 

and Partner Marc Alpert prepared to leave the Firm in June of 2016, he hand-picked two male 

Partners, - and to take over major Firm clients- including a longstanding 
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institutional client of the Firm, which Mr. Alpert had himself inherited from a series of male 

Partners years earlier. Mr. Alpert tapped - and - as his successors even though 

there were also female Partners, including and (senior to - ) 

who had also handled significant work for those clients. Further, Mr. Alpert designated

as his origination-credit successor for all litigation matters for the longstanding Firm client, even 

though - is an 

recently. 

lawyer who had joined the Firm only relatively 

55. As a result of this favorable treatment, and - collections 

numbers and respective compensation will soar between 2015 and subsequent years. These men 

did nothing to merit this result. They were simply the designated favorites of a retiring male Partner 

who had himself inherited origination status from other men. The cycle continues. 

56. The Management Committee is aware of long-standing and significant pay 

disparities between male and female Partners and has refused to address them in any meaningful 

way. I personally made extensive efforts to alert the Management Committee of gender disparities 

in compensation, promotion, and other related concerns, Over the past twenty years or so, I have 

taken an active role in trying to illuminate the problem for the Management Committee -- both in 

private conversations and in several written memos and other submissions to the Firm and the 

Management Committee, as well as in oral statements at Firm meetings -- and attempting to 

achieve redress. I have made numerous complaints; spoken out in meetings; written numerous 

emails and memos; and even presented data analysis demonstrating the existence of significant 

disparities. I have submitted data analysis regarding promotion rates, associate and Partner 

retention, departure rates, and comparisons to other firms to the Management Committee -- to no 

avail, and with little to no response from the Management Committee. I submitted data analysis 
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Management Committee -- to no avail, and with little to no response from the Management 

Committee.. I submitted data analysis on point disparities to the Management Committee in 

2008, 2011, and again in 2016. Despite the Committee's awareness of gender-based pay and 

point disparities at Chadbom-ne, the discrepancies have continued to the present. I reluctantly 

and sadly came to the conclusion that the Management Committee would not take these issues 

seriously unless and until some formal legal action was taken . 

. ,,., .. 
Executed this~ day of March, 2017 
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